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A B S T R A C T   

Electrochromic materials (ECMs) with reversible change ability are widely concerned as environmental stealth 
materials that can actively adjust their color and infrared (IR) emissivity. Chameleon is the master of camouflage 
in the environment, inspired by the discoloration mechanism of chameleon’s pigment capsule, we fabricated 
biomimetic film with superb IR thermal radiation regulation ability, in which polyaniline (PANI) and cerium ion 
(Ce4+) were used to simulate the skin receptor and pigment capsule in chameleon’s skin respectively. In the 
wavelength scope of 8 ~ 14 μm, the IR emissivity’s change (△ε) of the film from emeraldine-salt state (ESs) to 
leucoemeraldine-base state (LBs) is as high as 0.58. Beyond that, we use an integrated rolling thermal packaging 
process to assemble the films into electro-emissive devices (EEDs) with excellent cycle endurance, flexibility and 
IR thermal radiation management capabilities. This work provides a new strategy for the preparation of reliable 
IR thermal radiation control materials and devices.   

1. Introduction 

Electrochromic materials (ECMs) refers to the phenomenon that after 
the external electric signal (voltage or current) is applied to it, the ma-
terial will produce the chemical reaction to change its internal structure 
and make its physical and optical properties (reflectivity, transmittance 
and absorption) change reversibly [1–3]. Its appearance has provided 
the possibility for customer-controlled portable electronic devices, 
display equipments, adaptive military camouflage and intellective 
aerospace thermal control [4–7]. Polyaniline (PANI) is a typical 
conductive polymer, at the same time, it is also the most representative 
organic EC material [8]. It has attracted extensive attention due to its 
excellent color change switching ability, infrared (IR) emissivity regu-
lation performance and excellent environmental adaptability [9–11]. 
Although PANI material has the significant advantages mentioned 
above, it is still a great challenge to achieve large-scale application 
owing to its limitations in homogeneously green-to-yellow color switch, 
small range of emissivity regulation and its relatively limited service life 
is far away from the requirement of an adaptive integrated EC device 
[12,13]. The above problems also restricted other EC materials 
including small organic molecules (e.g., viologens and its derivatives), 

inorganic metal oxides (e.g., MoO3, WO3), and other conductive poly-
mers (e.g., poly-pyrrole, poly-thiophene) [14–17]. 

Chameleon is the master of camouflage in the environment, is 
famous for its excellent disguise ability in nature and acts as a source of 
inspiration for bionic materials [18]. Researchers have found that cha-
meleon’s color change mainly depends on two ways at present [19,20]. 
The first way is optical manipulation by controlling reflection via 
reflective cells called iris cells [21]. Iris cells are composed of accumu-
lated cytoplasm and protein reflection layers with different refractive 
index, to emerge strong reflect-based structural colors. The second way 
of chameleon’s color change depends on the biological structure of its 
skin-receptors [22,23]. The chameleon’s skin-receptors contain pig-
ments capsule, when the external environment changes, the receptors 
will receive the stimulation caused by light or temperature changes and 
then adjust the state of internal pigments capsule to realize the color 
change of the body as exhibited in Fig. 1. In addition, what is more 
attractive is that chameleon relies on the regulation of skin-receptors can 
also management its own temperature to adapt to the changes of ther-
mal radiation in the external environment. Sun et al. designed a smart 
window inspired by the chameleon’s second way of changing color, 
which can saving energy according to regulating temperature responds 
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to natural weather [24]. In this window, the gel takes on the “chameleon 
pigment capsule” and temperature was acted as the “signal source” to 
motivate the gel response, a huge adjustable temperature range of 24 ~ 
37 ◦C was owned to the smart window. Color change pattern of the 
pigment capsule is different from that of the single structure, and it 
provides great possibilities for designing new chameleon materials 
because of its great designability, such as natural materials, gels, organic 
small molecules and rare earth metals can be acts as pigment capsule 
[25–30]. It’s particularly noteworthy that rare earth metal elements 
have a special electronic layer configuration with the same outer elec-
tronic structure and similar inner 4f electronic energy levels, which 
makes many rare earth metals and their compounds show unique 
physical properties and are widely used in optoelectronic materials, 
electromagnetic materials and other functional materials [31,32]. 
Cerium, one of the rare earth metals, is best known for its use as a 
luminescence enhancer in searchlights, where it improves the conver-
sion of visible light [33], beyond that, cerium ion with unique valence 
orbitals can generate hybrid interaction with Lewis bases for instance 
thiols, alcohols, organic acids and amines, has been extensively studied 
by researchers in recent years [10,46]. Ishikawa et al. using molecular 
dynamics simulations studied that cerium ions can improve the chemi-
cal durability of the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) based on the 

nafion bulk membrane system [47]. Based on the above characteristics, 
cerium ions are excellent candidates for simulating pigment capsules on 
chameleon skin. 

Chameleon regulates the skin to produce gorgeous colors and cam-
ouflage through the pigment capsule, which provides a new design 
approach for broadening the application scenarios of electro-emissive 
materials [21,34]. In this work, we doped PANI with Ce4+ to induce 
the growth of PANI and form a new synaptic structure in which Ce4+ act 
as chameleon skin pigment capsule to simulate the skin receptors of 
chameleons. At the same time, the energy levels of molecular orbitals 
were calculated and verified by the Gaussian program, the results show 
that the orbital hybridization of Ce4+ will reduce the PANI’s gap energy 
of HOMO-LUMO orbital and then change the molecular chain structure 
of PANI in the polymerization process, the growth pattern of PANI was 
changed ultimately. This study attempts to explore the molecular 
regulation mechanism of PANI induced by Ce4+ and establish the mo-
lecular growth mode, probe the subtle relationship between the infrared 
regulation ability of materials and the application of thermal radiation 
control performance. Beyond that, the biomimetic flexible electro- 
emissive device (EED) with long working durability based on the 
novel PANI/Ce4+ film appears admirable IR regulate and thermal radi-
ation control effectiveness, the maximum adjustable temperature above 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of chameleon realizes adaptive camouflage in nature by adjusting skin color through pigment capsule.  
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the human skin between the EED and the environment can reach to 5.7 
℃. Our findings in this paper provide a selection of thermal radiation 
control materials using bionic means designed to IR regulate and radi-
ation message administration. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Chemicals and materials 

Aniline (99.5%), was acquired from Energy Chemical, before the 
experiment, distilling under reduced pressure should be proceed. Pro-
pylene carbonate (PC), Lithium perchlorate (LiClO4), Dodecylbenzene 
sulfonic acid (DBSA) and Ceric oxide (CeO2) were purchased from Acros. 
The lacunaris nylon/66 membrane with the aperture measure of 0.5 ~ 
1.8 μm was obtained from Haining Zhenghao Filter Facility Co. China. 
PVDF@HFP (Mw: ~460,000), poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was 
purchased from Aldrich Chemistry. N, N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) 
was obtained from Aldrich. 

2.2. Film preparation 

The 180 ~ 200-nm-thick Au tier was eliminated on the nylon/66 
membrane by the evaporation to get lacunaris Au electrode required for 
the experiment. The PANI induced by Ce4+ (PANI/Ce4+) films doped 
with the DBSA were made by the galvanostatic technique on the surfaces 
of Au/nylon 66 porous substrates (4 × 5 cm2) following the process as 
shown in Fig. 2a.The typical fabrication process of the PANI/Ce4+ film 
was as stated below: dissolve 13.4 g of DBSA in 500 ml distilled water, 
and then adding 4.7 g of aniline monomer to the mixture. The initial 
polymerization solution was obtained by stirring at a speed of 900 R/ 
min for 24 h. Then 0.081 g CeO2 was added to the polymerization so-
lution and stirred at room temperature for 12 h at a stirring speed of 300 
R/min. The PANI/Ce4+ films were prepared by electrodeposition using 
the CHI660E electrochemical workstation manufactured by Chenhua 
company, with three-electrode system at the room temperature. The Au 
membrane served as working electrode, a platinum sheet (the shape of a 
rectangle with sides of 4 cm) as the counter electrode and the reference 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of EEDs preparation process on the grounds of the PANI/Ce4+ films. The synthetic process route of the PANI/Ce4+ films (a), the fabricate 
route of EEDs on the basis of the PANI/Ce4+ films (b) and schematic diagram of IR capacity detected by the IR thermal imaging camera with working range of the 
M− LIR bands of the IR stealth application with the EED (c). 
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Fig. 3. The electrochemical characterization of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film: the electrochemical deposition curves of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole 
PANI film (a); the CV graphs of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film between − 0.35 V to 0.85 V (b); Tafel plots of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film 
(c); Cyclic stability test curves of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film (d); the frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film 
(e); the Electrostatic potential (ESP) of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film (f). 
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electrode was used Ag/AgCl. In the process of the experiment, the 
constant current under subtle control were 0.075 mA/cm2, 0.1 mA/cm2, 
0.125 mA/cm2, 0.15 mA/cm2, and 0.175 mA/cm2, for 7500 s. 

2.3. Assembly of the EED 

The EED based on the PANI/Ce4+ films were fabricated with the 
“Laminated structure” composed of two flexible EC films served as both 
anterior and tergal electrodes, the electrolyte film was caught in the 
middle of the two electrodes. The PANI/Ce4+ films in the EED were 
acted as the functional layers. The electrolyte film was obtained by SPI 
(Solution phase inversion). Firstly, adding PVDF@HFP and PMMA into 
DMF under continuous stirring at 65 ◦C to form a translucent solution. 
The mass ratio of PMMA, PVDF@HFP and DMF were 2%, 8% and 90%, 
respectively. After continuous stirring for 1 h, the solution was trans-
ferred to a panel glass and maintained at 50 ◦C to remove DMF. Then, 

the PVDF@HFP porous film was immersed in a PC solution including 1 
M lithium perchlorate for 30 h to ensure the adsorption of PC-lithium 
perchlorate into the electrolyte film. Definitively, the electrolyte film 
was dried in air for 12 h and cut into suitable size for use in assembly of 
the EED. The protective layer was used PE film with the thickness of 25 
μm. Finally, the EED was assembled layer by layer by the vacuum hot 
press at 195 ℃. Fig. 2b shows the integration assembly process of the 
EED based on the PANI/Ce4+ films. 

2.4. Theoretical calculations 

In order to clearly and intuitively study the influence of the intro-
duction of cerium on the PANI molecular chain, the Hartree-Fock (HF) 
method and the Stuttgart-Dresden (SDD) basis set were used for theo-
retical calculation, the frontier molecular orbitals (MOs) and the Elec-
trostatic potential (ESP) of the PANI/Ce4+ and sole PANI were obtained 

Fig. 4. EIS impedance spectrum analysis of the PANI/Ce4+ films and the sole PANI films. Nyquist graphs of the PANI/Ce4+ films and the sole PANI films in OX state 
(a) and RE state (d); |Z| of the PANI/Ce4+ films and the sole PANI films in OX state (b) and RE state (e); Bode-phase-angle graphs of the PANI/Ce4+ films and the sole 
PANI films in OX state (c) and RE state(f). 
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Fig. 5. Microscopic morphology characterization of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film: SEM photographs of the sole PANI film (a1 ~ a2), and the PANI/Ce4+

film (b1 ~ b2) with different magnifications; The EDX mapping photographs of the PANI/Ce4+ film (c); the micro-optical photographs matching the CIE identification 
of the sole PANI film (d) and the PANI/Ce4+ film (e); AFM photographs of the sole PANI film (f) and the PANI/Ce4+ film (g). 
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in this work respectively. All the simulation calculations are carried out 
using Gaussian program. 

2.5. Measurements and characterizations 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV), Chronoamperometry (CA), Amperometric 
Curve (IT) and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) mea-
surements were proceed by the Chi660e electro-chemical work system 
(Shanghai Chenhua Corporation, China). Raman spectroscopy tests were 
implemented using a Via Laser Micro Raman Spectrometer by Renishaw 
UK. SEM and EDX mapping images of the PANI/Ce4+ films were 
recorded through the scanning electron microscope with an incidental 
energy spectrometer by Helios Nanoloab600i. Reflectance spectrum of 
the films and EEDs were tested by the VERTEX-70 FT-IR spectrometer in 
the range of 2.5 ~ 25 µm with the integrating sphere of A562 (Bruker). 
Thermal radiation temperatures of human skin and the EED are imple-
mented using an IR thermal imaging camera (Fluke Tix660), the sche-
matic of IR radiation detected by the IR camera and the diagram of the 
effect of wearing IR camouflage EED in the environments is exhibited in 
Fig. 2c. The △ε (△ε = εHigh – εLow) of the novel PANI/Ce4+ films and the 
EED were calculated on based on the formulas of Kirchhoff thermal- 
radiation law [35,36] and the Stefan-Boltzmann law [37,38] in sup-
porting information. 

3. Results and discussion 

The electro-polymerization graphs of the PANI/Ce4+ film was 
exhibited in the Fig. 3a compared with the sole PANI film. It can be 
plainly seen from the Fig. 3a that the whole polymerization process 
consists of two distinct stages of voltage change. The first stage is the 
nucleation stage of the polymer (in the range of 0 ~ 75 s), and then it 
comes to the growth stage continuously. Obviously, after the addition of 
Ce4+, the growth mode of polyaniline has changed significantly, and the 
growth potential is significantly higher than that of the sole PANI. It is 
notably that when the polymerization time reaches about 3500 s, the 
secondary nucleation of PANI induced by Ce4+ will appear and the 
purple arrow points to the track of secondary nucleation. Fig. 3b 
exhibited the CV graphs of the PANI/Ce4+ film in the comparison of the 
sole PANI film under scanning velocity of 25 mVs− 1 in the voltage scope 
of − 0.35 V to 0.9 V. Tests revealed, both the CV graphs emerge a pair of 
redox-active mounts because of the transition of the PANI amid an ES 
state and the LB state. Compared with the sole PANI film, the oxidation 
peak of the PANI/Ce4+ film appeared firstly at 0.3 V, indicating that the 
film has completed all electrochemical activation at this time, in addi-
tion, much larger CV covering area can also prove this point. Tafel plots 
test results of the PANI/Ce4+ film compared with the sole PANI film was 
shown as Fig. 3c, the voltage at point A and point B is the self-corrosion 
potential of the sole PANI film and PANI/Ce4+ film respectively, 
apparently, after the induction of Ce4+, the self-corrosion potential of 
PANI shifted in the positive direction, which improved the corrosion 
resistance of it effectively. The cyclic stability, as an extraordinary vital 
performance evaluation index for the films, test curves were given as 
shown in Fig. 3d (tested for 30,000 s). It can be clearly seen that after 
10,000 s of cycling, the stability of the sole PANI films begins to decay, 
conversely, cyclic stability of the PANI/Ce4+ film had been outstanding 
throughout the all test process. Fig. 3e shows the frontier molecular 
orbitals (MOs) of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film. After the 
analysis with Gaussain program, the HOMO (Highest Occupied Molec-
ular Orbital) orbital and LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) 
orbital energy of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film were 
calculated in detail, the gap energy of HOMO-LUMO orbital in PANI/ 
Ce4+ film was 5.2441 eV less than the sole PANI film with 7.4048 eV, it’s 
shows that the join of Ce4+ is beneficial to enhance the electron trans-
port capacity [39,40]. Beyond that, the Electrostatic potential (ESP) of 
the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film was also obtained through 
the Gaussain program as shown in Fig. 3f, from the distribution of 

electrons in the ESP also confirms the above view. 
With the purpose of further research on the electrochemical prop-

erties of the PANI/Ce4+ films, we applied EIS tests to the films at an open 
circuit electric potential in the following of the stimulation of the first 
CV cycle between the frequency scope of 10− 2 to 105 Hz. EIS is a fre-
quency domain test, which can measure a wide frequency range, more 
information about the interface of the films can be obtained than con-
ventional electrochemical methods. In the EIS test process, a tiny 
amplitude alternating potential signal is used to perturb the films and 
the cathode and anode processes appear in turn on the electrode, which 
have the opposite influence, as a consequence, even though the distur-
bance signal acts on the measured films for a long time, it will not cause 
serious accumulation of polarization, and the state of the film’s surface 
will not change seriously, as a “quasi-steady-state” way. Equivalent 
circuit corresponding to electrochemical system matching the EIS test 
curves was demonstrated in Fig. S1, where Rct means that impedance of 
charge transfer, Rs stands for the electrolyte’s impedance, W is Warburg 
impedance, CPEct refers to the constant phase element matched the 
reversible capacitive characteristics. The Nyquist graphs as illustrated in 
Fig. 4a＆d, the Rct values in regard to the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole 
PANI film were closely in oxidative (OX) state, nevertheless, the dif-
ference of two types films is obvious in reductive (RE) state. It can be 
clearly seen that the electrochemical behavior of the interface among 
the two films is controlled by the mixed process of charge-transfer and 
diffusion. Fig. 4b＆e exhibited the Z-modulus (|Z|) of the PANI/Ce4+

film and sole PANI film in OX and RE state respectively, |Z| of two kinds 
of films shows high impedance in the low frequency region (10− 2 - 102 

Hz), it express a relatively low impedance in the high frequency region 
(102 –105 Hz), the |Z| of the PANI/Ce4+ film is smaller than that of the 
sole PANI film on account of the induction of Ce4+. Bode-phase-angle 
curves of the PANI/Ce4+ film and sole PANI film in OX and RE state 
respectively were shown in Fig. 4c＆f. As demonstrated in Fig. 4c, two 
time constants can be discovered distinctly of the PANI/Ce4+ film in the 
OX state, the first was appeared at 1.7 × 10− 2 Hz, the other one was 
appeared at 1.3 × 102 Hz. By contrast, only one time constant emerged 
of the PANI/Ce4+ film in the RE state at 9.6 × 103 Hz as exhibited in 
Fig. 4f, the electrochemical process of the PANI/Ce4+ film on the 
interface is more complicated in contrast to the sole PANI film. It is also 
verified that the electroactivity of the membrane surface is closely 
bound up with the frequency of the surrounding disturbance from the 
external environment. 

Analog chameleon’s skin regulation behavior, the microstructure 
and morphology of ECMs determine the limits of their adjustment to 
light and heat [41]. Surface microstructure and morphology of the novel 
PANI/Ce4+ films were studied adequately. As demonstrate in Fig. 5a＆b, 
SEM images were provided of the PANI/Ce4+ film (Fig. 5a) compared 
with the sole PANI film (Fig. 5b) in different magnifications. It can be 
clearly observed that the sole PANI presents the shape of “Coral reef”, 
miraculously, after the addition of Ce4+, the molecular chain was 
induced in the growth process of electro-polymerization and formed a 
synaptic structure in which growth direction was perpendicular to the 
interface, the result corresponding to the growth curve of the PANI/Ce4+

in Fig. 3a, with the purpose of clearly identify the distribution of Ce4+ in 
the film, the EDX mapping test of the PANI/Ce4+ films has been 
measured as shown in Fig. 5c. Beyond that, the micro-optical photo-
graphs of the two type films were shown in Fig. 5d＆e, after the addition 
of Ce4+, the film transits from light green to dark green with much 
higher brightness, beyond that, we tested the CIE chromaticity of the 
two films as exhibited (CIEPANI x = 0.3155, CIEPANI y = 0.3784, CIEPANI/ 

Ce
4+ x = 0.3525, CIEPANI/Ce

4+ y = 0.5073). With the purpose of obtain the 
roughness information of the PANI/Ce4+ film, the AFM test of the film 
was also carried out, the result was given in Fig. 5f＆g. The certified 
morphologies of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI in the AFM 
photographs in accordance with that in the SEM images reported above. 
The PANI/Ce4+ film exhibits a relatively rough surface with the 
roughness of among 50 ~ 200 nm, the darker area on the film can 
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indirectly prove the porous structure of the PANI/Ce4+ film. As-made 
PANI/Ce4+ films, aimed to study their molecular structure, the Raman 
spectral curves of the two type films between 300 ~ 2000 cm− 1 was 
tested, as shown in Fig. 6. The characteristic vibration peak near 1486 
cm− 1 is due to the vibration of benzene ring N-B-N in PANI, the ab-
sorption peak in close proximity to 1615 cm− 1 is caused by the N = Q =
N structure’s vibration of the quinone ring. In addition to this, the vi-
bration of C–C bond (1336 cm− 1), C–H bond (1196 cm− 1) inside of the 
benzene ring and C–H bond (812 cm− 1) outside of the benzene ring, 
respectively. In comparison with the characteristic vibration peak in sole 
PANI film, it can be explicitly noticed that the molecular bond has an 
obvious vibration shift in the following of the addition of Ce4+. 

Then, we focus on the IR emissivity (△ε = εHigh – εLow) control ability 
of the film emphatically, the scope of the IR △ε variation between OX 
state and RE state plays a decisive role during the IR regulation of the 

films and EEDs. Fig. 7b shows the IR adjustment mode of the film. When 
the film was in the RE state, its mode was in the IR low emission mode 
and when the film was in the OX state, its mode is in the IR high emission 
mode. We control the switching between different IR emission state of 
the film by applying different electrical signals to the film so as to 
simulate the skin receptor of the chameleon. Fig. 7c exhibited the IR 
emissivity graphs of the PANI/Ce4+ films and the sole PANI films 
deposited at diverse currents densities (c1:0.075 mA/cm2; c2:0.1 mA/ 
cm2; c3:0.125 mA/cm2; c4:0.15 mA/cm2 and c5:0.175 mA/cm2) under 
the applied potentials of − 0.45 V and 0.75 V, the IR emissivity graphs of 
the sole PANI were shown in Fig. S2. When the PANI/Ce4+ films in the 
OX state (0.75 V) that they exhibited the highest IR emissivity, similarly, 
when the PANI/Ce4+ films in the RE state (-0.45 V) that they got the 
lowest IR emissivity. △ε (△ε = ε0.75V-ε-0.45V) of the PANI/Ce4+ films in 
comparison with the sole PANI film at different wavelength were 

Fig. 6. Raman spectroscopy (a) of the PANI/Ce4+ film and the sole PANI film at different wavelengths (b ~ g).  
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calculated in the scope of 8 ~ 14 μm and 2.5 ~ 25 μm at 0.75 V and −
0.45 V, the results were revealed in Fig. 8, the PANI/Ce4+ films exhibited 
a much wider △ε values in 8 ~ 14 μm (△ε max = 0.58) and 2.5 ~ 25 
μm regions (△ε max = 0.49), respectively. From our group’s previous 
research can see that the microstructure of the polymer films plays a 

decisive role in its IR regulation control [42,43], similar to the pigment 
capsule of chameleon, the addition of Ce4+ changes the growth mode of 
the molecular chain, makes it form a synaptic structure perpendicular to 
the electrodeposition plane and improves its ability to regulate IR ra-
diation as shown in Fig. 7a, when electrical signals were applied to the 

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram for the process of the growth of polyaniline induced by cerium ion (a); Infrared regulation control model and the principle of the PANI/ 
Ce4+ films (b); Infrared spectra curves of the PANI/Ce4+ films in high emissivity state and low emissivity state respectively (c, c1:0.075 mA/cm2; c2:0.1 mA/cm2; 
c3:0.125 mA/cm2; c4:0.15 mA/cm2 and c5:0.175 mA/cm2). 

Fig. 8. The △ε values of the PANI/Ce4+ films in contrast to the sole PANI films at different wavelength: the scopes of 8 ~ 14 μm (a) and 2.5 ~ 25 μm (b).  
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Fig. 9. Flexible and IR thermal control testing of the EED based on the bionic PANI/Ce4+ films: Schematic diagram of finger bending test prototype under different 
bending angles (a, a1: 0◦, a2:30◦, a3:60◦, a4:90◦); the digital photographs of the EED in OX state under different bending angles in the side view (b1 ~ b4); the digital 
photographs of the EED in RE state under different bending angles in the side view (c1 ~ c4); the digital photographs of the EED in OX state under different bending 
angles in the main view (d1 ~ d4); the digital photographs of the EED in RE state under different bending angles in the main view (e1 ~ e4);the digital photographs of 
the EED in the main view (c); IR thermal images of the EED compared with reference objects stick to the back of the hand (f, f1: the device was in high emission state, 
f2: the device was in low emission state). 
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reaction process, the proposed reversible electron transfer in redox re-
action is as follows:  

PANI+• DBSA− (C18H29SO3
− ) + 5e− + H+ + Ce4+ (Oxidized state) ⇌ 

PANI0• DBSA− (C18H29SO3
− ) + Ce + H+ (Reduced state).                         

in which e− and H+ on behalf of the electron and the proton of the 
DBSA electrolyte, respectively [44,45]. 

After the successful preparation of the monolayer film by imitation 
chameleon, be designed to evaluate the capability of the films in thermal 
control and IR regulate and control practical application, the integrated 
flexible EED was fabricated on the basis of the novel PANI/Ce4+ films as 
shown in Fig. 2b. First, in order to test the flexibility of the EED, we 
adopted the bionic principle to test the device by bending the knuckles 
of fingers at different angles, the schematic diagram of the test principle 
was given in Fig. 9a (a1: 0◦, a2:30◦, a3:60◦, a4:90◦). As shown in Fig. 9b 
~ e, the digital images of the flexibility test of the EED in different states 
were presented, as a contrast, Fig. 9b was the side view images of the 
flexibility test when the EED was bent at different angles in the high 
emissivity state and Fig. 9c was the side view images of the flexibility 
test when the EED was bent at different angles in the low emissivity 
state. Fig. 9d＆e were main view images of the EED in the state of high 
emissivity and low emissivity respectively under different bending an-
gles. Obviously, no matter how many degrees the EED be bent, its 
switching ability between high and low emissivity (green at high 
emissivity and yellow at low emissivity) will hardly be affected which 
proves that the EED has excellent flexibility directly, at the same time, 
the dynamic tuning movie was shown in Movie S1 and S2. The EED 
displays the superb flexibility from the above study, meanwhile, we keep 
trying to study the other applications in IR thermal radiation regulating 
manifestation of the EED. Taking the skin on the back of human hand as 
the heat source, we tested the thermal administration radiation control 
ability of the EED under different emissivity states, in which Nylon, PES 
(polyether sulfone) film, aluminum foil and paper were compared as the 

reference, the experimental results were tested with an IR thermal im-
aging camera. The IR thermal imaging camera was 0.35 m away from 
the test position. The IR thermal imaging camera should be calibrated 
before use and the calibration scope is − 30 to 110 ℃. After the EED was 
fixed on the back of the hand (the position of the index finger joint), 
reversible voltage was applied actively of the EED to made it in high 
emission and low emission respectively, and the ambient temperature of 
the EED and the environment was caught by the IR thermal imaging 
camera. In the high emission state, the temperature of the EED was 
recorded in Fig. 9f1 and in the low emission state was shown in Fig. 9f2, 
the temperature of the EED’s surface and the surrounding environment 
can be acquired from the Fig. 9f simultaneously. Obviously, it can be 
seen from the Fig. 9f that the actual temperature of the EED in the high- 
emission state was 36.9 ℃ and the actual temperature in the low- 
emission state was 31.2 ℃. By comparing the temperature of the EED 
in the two states on the skin of the human hand, it can be found that the 
adjustable temperature can be as high as 5.7℃. For the sake of further 
study the comprehensive performance of the EED, we conducted a cyclic 
endurance test on the device, the test result was shown in Fig. 10a. It can 
be seen that the activity of the EED did not decline after 60000 s cycle, 
but was moderately enhanced which is very beneficial for the practical 
application of the device. Fig. 10b exhibited the CV curves of the EED 
after the cyclic endurance test compared with the initial state, similarly, 
the occlusive area of the CV curve of the EED after 60000 s cyclic 
endurance test was basically unchanged, also proved that the perfor-
mance of the EED is not degraded. When applying reversible voltages to 
the EED of 0.8 V and − 0.8 V, it performed a change of IR emissivity (△ε) 
reach up to 0.418 in the wavelength scope of 8–14 µm as shown in 
Fig. 10c. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, inspired by the discoloration mechanism of 

Fig. 10. The cyclic endurance test curve of the device after the loop of 60,000 s (a); the CV Curves of the device after the cyclic endurance test compared with the 
original state (b); IR spectra of the EDD under different supply voltages on the basis of the bionic PANI/Ce4+ films (c). 
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chameleon’s pigment capsule, we prepared functional films with good 
IR thermal radiation regulation ability in which polyaniline (PANI) and 
cerium ion (Ce4+) to simulate the skin receptor and pigment capsule 
respectively in chameleon skin by the electro-polymerization method. In 
the wavelength scope of 8 ~ 14 μm, the △ε of the film from ESs change 
to LBs can reach to 0.58. In the wavelength scope of 2.5 ~ 25 μm, the △ε 
of the film from ES state change to LB state can up to 0.49. And beyond 
that, with the purpose of investigate the manifestation of the film in 
specific application, electro-emissive devices with “Laminated struc-
ture” was prepared based on the bionic PANI/Ce4+ bionic film. The EED 
shows excellent flexibility, long cycle endurance life and terrific thermal 
radiation control performance. The results provide guidance for the 
design and production of new type biomimetic materials and devices for 
IR thermal radiation control. 
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